CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter will present the conclusion and suggestion of the study.

A. Conclusion

Based on the findings and discussion, it will be concluded that:

1. SMANJA FM station is one of programs organized by the teacher. SMANJA FM is an interactive radio of SMA Nurul Jadid Paiton Probolinggo as media to improve the students' skill in communication especially in broadcasting and pers. SMANJA Radio offers many programs such as Kopi Mania Smanja, Curhat Smanja, Laluna Smanja and etc. The news broadcasted is the newest information, and it is about the event around boarding house and what happening in the world. From the observation result shows that SMANJA FM run well at SMA Nurul Jadid. The programs are appropriate for students, for example, native speaker program is broadcasted to help students' fluency in speaking skill.

2. Students get difficulties when they listen to native speaker program. The difficulties is to understand the words or unclear words so they often miss the words when the speakers are speaking. so, it makes students do not understand speaker dicussed. This problem is because students have limited vocabularies. It
make students are more interesting to listen entertainment program than native speaker program.

3. Based on the result, SMANJA radio program get good response from the students. It can be proved from the result that 66.1% of students answered often and always listened to native speaker program. It means that the students were excited listening to native speaker program. Although, they have problems when they listened to SMANJA radio. Also, they said that native speaker program can improve their fluency in speaking skill. To know the students improvement, the researcher did oral test. From the result, there are 41 students who were active listening to native speaker. 37 students got score more than 65 and just 4 students got unsatisfied score. It meant that the students who are active listening to native speaker can improve their fluency in speaking.

B. Suggestion

There are some suggestions in learning process:

1. For the teacher: teacher should give more attention to SMANJA broadcasting. Teachers should give new innovation in broadcasting and interesting topic to make the students enjoyable listening to Radio. Also, the teachers have to give solution from the native speakers program because many students do not
understand what the speakers said. It will be helpful if the topic is not only discussed in SMANJA radio but also in the class.

2. For another researcher: the researcher suggests that it is better to continue this research. It can be used for other skills as like listening. Also, they can observe other grades or classes that is not from language class to know their improvement in English.